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The destination for love and finding that like-minded person you deserve!
LoveRecovery (http://www.loverecovery.club/) was born out of need! Being sober and clean means abstinence
from drink and drugs NOT love and sex! Current dating apps are a veritable minefield for the sober
single, littered with relapse traps and profiles that just aren’t attractive anymore within a drug and
alcohol-free (AF) lifestyle.
Brought to you by AF people, for people already in recovery or simply drug/alcohol-free. LoveRecovery
(http://www.loverecovery.club/) was developed to help bring together people with the same ethos and find
those who prefer the benefits of a sober relationship or simply introduce like-minded people for
friendship when visiting a new area! In a moment in time where people are embracing the concept of being
AF and drug free, a dating app is needed to cater for this new wave of understanding and requirement.
Alcohol and drugs… the great leveller, it doesn’t matter where you come from, how old you are or what
your religion is or isn’t. If you’re ‘off your face’ it’s an equal opportunities state of mind,
potentially attracting all manner of carnage. Whether someone has the ‘ism’ or previously used to
overindulge a little too often for comfort and health, once that life changing decision to go clean
and/or sober has been made, then a place is needed to meet other like-minded sober single people.
“A defining moment for me was when I was ‘matched’ with the ‘profile’ of a bottle of vodka at
7am one morning while sleepily browsing through another dating app,” says Tanya, founder and CEO of
LoveRecovery, “obviously it was an advert, but it threw me, even though I’ve not drunk alcohol for
very many years! The idea of a bottle of vodka at 7am isn’t that remote a concept and could potentially
be pretty dangerous for someone in recovery.” Irresponsible advertising or just thoughtlessness? Either
way it just summed up the feeling around countless other profiles of pint holding party dudes who just
weren’t cutting it to the chat shortlist, let alone date potential.
The team at LoveRecovery (http://loverecovery.net/) are thrilled to SHOUT about the launch of the
LoveRecovery App (http://www.loverecovery.club/) which is set to be the best and only mindful
(http://loverecovery.net/home-2-2-2-3/) dating and connection app for men and women who are simply
alcohol and drug free or in recovery. Browse for free and for a very manageable monthly subscription
(http://loverecovery.net/) (less than the cost of a large glass of wine!) the club
(http://loverecovery.net/home-2-2-2-4/) gives an evolving array of benefits; a bit like sobriety itself!
For further information please contact:
Tanya at Media@LoveRecovery.net or M: 07950754906
Find the app HERE (http://www.loverecovery.club/) us on Instagram @LoveRecoveryClub
(https://www.instagram.com/loverecoveryclub/) Twitter @LRecoveryClub
(https://twitter.com/LRecoveryClub?lang=en) and Online (http://loverecovery.net/)
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